
 SPRING COLLECTION 2016



LIMITED EDITION DESIGN COLLABORATION



this limited edition collection features the everyday style 
of Brooklyn-based designer Rebecca Atwood. while her 
painterly patterns are what immediately caught our eye, 
her thoughtful process is what makes her the perfect 
partner for method. she begins each project by hand and 
works with local artisans who use eco-friendly materials, 
methods and disposal. 

for this spring 2016 line, we hand-selected four 
sophisticated patterns to showcase on our naturally 
derived method products. the result is a collection of 
beautiful designs you can feel good about using—and 
displaying—in your home. style and substance, that’s 
what we’re all about. 

a true collaboration



sweet citrus

sea spray

sandalwood





“This dotted ombré 
pattern reminds 
me of grapefruit 
slices, summer and 
flowers.”

dotted ombré pattern 
with sunny yellow, pale 
tangerine + cheery coral



sweet citrus
pattern inspired by dots and 
lines—and how beautiful these 
simple shapes can be when 
combined

original design began as a 
sketch in a sketchbook, then
was hand-painted on fabric

limited edition fragrance is a 
delightful blend of fresh, ripe 
citrus fruits

notes of lemon, mandarin, 
orange + yuzu 

gel hand wash 
foaming hand wash
dish soap
all-purpose cleaner
scented soy candle

scented soy candle $7.49
all other items $3.49

Target stores
target.com
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pattern inspired by water, 
waves and the tide going out, 
leaving a ribbed pattern in 
the sand

original design was hand-dyed 
using shibori, a traditional 
Japanese dyeing technique

limited edition fragrance is a 
like a refreshing spritz of salty 
sea air

notes of ocean 
breezes + sea salt

gel hand wash 
foaming hand wash

$3.49

Target stores
target.com

design

color palette

fragrance available in

find it
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lattice shibori pattern 
with bright cobalt, 
rich indigo + gray blue

“This pattern 
began as a shibori 
fabric... 
the process is unique 
to the hand of the 
person who made it.”

gel hand wash 
foaming hand wash

$3.49

Target stores
target.com



painted stripe pattern
with warm gray, tawny 
taupe + slate blue

“This pattern 
pairs stripes and 
dots reminding me 
of the woody scent of 
sandalwood, filled
with complexity but 
relaxed and easy too.”



sandalwood
pattern inspired by spices and 
the masculine and feminine 
qualities of the scent

original design was two 
separate hand-painted 
watercolors

limited edition fragrance is 
like an early morning hike 
through a Himalayan forest

notes of sandalwood, 
cardamom + tonka bean

gel hand wash 
foaming hand wash

$3.49

Target stores
target.com
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SPRING COLLECTION 2016

herb garden



herb garden
pattern inspired by petals and 
leaves falling to the ground 
like confetti

original design was hand-
painted with watercolor and 
gouache in a sketchbook

limited edition fragrance is like 
a bouquet of freshly cut herbs

notes of basil, rosemary, 
sage + thyme
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design

color palette

fragrance

gel hand wash 
foaming hand wash

$3.49

Target stores
target.com

available in

find it
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spring confetti pattern
with sea green, citrine, 
dove gray + pale mint

“This pattern is all 
about how great it 
feels when spring 
finally arrives—
the fresh smells in 
the air and subtle 
explosion of color.”

gel hand wash 
foaming hand wash

$3.49

Target stores
target.com
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